Check the class list below to see if there are required items for the class(es) you have chosen. If you are expected to have textbook, instrument, or music stand for your class, please bring it to the first meeting. If you have questions, contact Jessica Courtier at jessica.courtier@wisc.edu or 608-890-3626.

**Guitar: Fingerstyle Blues**

Required: Bring your own guitar. Instructor provides materials.

**Introduction to Oral History: Capturing the Living Story**

Required: Students should attend class with a means of taking notes (paper and pen, computer, etc.) and have access to some device with which to record audio (computer, smart phone, or other recording device.)

**Mandolin II**

Required: Bring your own mandolin. Instructor provides materials.

**Piano I**


**Vocal Venture I**

Required: *Maggie’s Method for Vocal Ease* CD to be purchased from instructor at first class. $15 for first CD, and $10 for consecutive CDs.

Suggested: Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.

**Vocal Venture II**

Required: *Maggie’s Method for Vocal Ease* CD to be purchased from instructor at first class. $15 for first CD, and $10 for consecutive CDs.

Suggested: Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.

**Vocal Venture III**

Required: *Maggie’s Method for Vocal Ease* CD to be purchased from instructor at first class. $15 for first CD, and $10 for consecutive CDs.

Suggested: Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.

**Vocal Venture: Advanced Training**

Required: Complete set of four *Maggie’s Method for Vocal Ease* CDs to be purchased from instructor at first class: $40.

Suggested: Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.